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Domain-Translated 3D Object Pose Estimation
Christos Papaioannidis, Vasileios Mygdalis and Ioannis Pitas, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Synthetic 3D object models have been proven crucial
in object pose estimation, as they are utilized to generate a huge
number of accurately annotated data. The object pose estimation
problem is usually solved for images originating from the real
data domain by employing synthetic images for training data
enrichment, without fully exploiting the fact that synthetic and
real images may have different data distributions. In this work,
we argue that 3D object pose estimation problem is easier to solve
for images originating from the synthetic domain, rather than
the real data domain. To this end, we propose a 3D object pose
estimation framework consisting of a two-step process, where
a novel pose-oriented image-to-image translation step is first
employed to translate noisy real images to clean synthetic ones
and then, a 3D object pose estimation method is applied on
the translated synthetic images to finally predict the 3D object
poses. A novel pose-oriented objective function is employed for
training the image-to-image translation network, which enforces
that pose-related object image characteristics are preserved in
the translated images. As a result, the pose estimation network
does not require real data for training purposes. Experimental
evaluation has shown that the proposed framework greatly
improves the 3D object pose estimation performance, when
compared to state-of-the-art methods.

Index Terms—3D object pose estimation, image-to-image trans-
lation, domain-translated, synthetic data.

I. INTRODUCTION

OBJECT pose estimation is a very important computer
vision task in autonomous driving, robotic manipulation

and augmented reality applications that attracted significant
research focus over the past few years. Although object pose
estimation has recently been heavily researched, it remains a
very challenging task, mostly due to strong variations on the
object appearance imposed by illumination and scale changes
that restrict the practical use cases of most pose estimation
methods, limiting their applicability only to restricted, con-
trolled environments.

Object pose estimation involves estimating the 3D orien-
tation and 3D translation of an object of interest, relative
to a camera coordinate system (Oc, Xc, Yc, Zc), commonly
referred to as the 6D object pose estimation problem. The
estimation of 3D object translation is typically approached by
localizing the object on the 2D image plane, using e.g., an
object detector, and then estimating the 3D translation using
the camera intrinsic parameters. Estimating the 3D object
orientation (3D object pose estimation) is of particular interest
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Fig. 1. Methodology of the proposed 3D object pose estimation framework
(translating noisy real images to clean synthetic ones and, then, estimating
the corresponding 3D object poses using the translated images in a 3D object
pose estimation network).

that is usually solved separately [1]–[5] from the 3D transla-
tion problem. This work focuses on estimating the 3D object
poses of already localized objects, where the rotation between
the object (Oo, Xo, Yo, Zo) and the camera coordinate systems
needs to be estimated, e.g., in a form of a rotation matrix
R ∈ R3×3 or a unit quaternion q ∈ R4, ‖q‖2 = 1.

Many recent object pose estimation methods [1]–[11] ex-
ploited the power of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
[12] to achieve accurate pose estimation results. However,
it is well known that CNNs usually require a huge amount
of training data. Synthetic data have been proven to be
invaluable to this end, especially for object pose estimation
methods, where annotating an object image with its ground
truth 3D pose can be an extremely difficult, inaccurate and
time-consuming process. The simplest approach is to exploit
synthetic data as an additional data source, assuming that
real and synthetic images belong to the same image domain
[1]–[4], [6], [9]–[11], [13]–[16]. The disadvantage of such
approaches is related to the fact that real and synthetic
images actually originate from two separate image domains,
which is not taken into account. On the other hand, object
pose estimation methods that consider this property typically
separate the real and synthetic images in two domains, aiming
to either generate “fake” data to train the pose estimation
network [17], [18], or learn domain-invariant features [19]–
[23]. To this end, image-to-image translation (I2I) [24]–[26]
can be employed for learning domain-independent semantic
object representations, in order to change a particular aspect
of an image to another one [27]. Such approaches have found
successful application in semantic image segmentation [28].
However, as the ultimate goal is to apply the trained object
pose estimation models in unconstrained environments (i.e. for
drone cinematography), methods for agnostic feature learning
fail to successfully generalize to real images, whose domain
distribution typically diverges from the one of the training data.

In this work, we argue that assuming a single domain
for real and synthetic images, or trying to learn domain
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TABLE I
TOTAL LOSS FUNCTIONS USED IN THE METHODS OF [1]–[4].
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agnostic image features is a sub-optimal approach for 3D
object pose estimation. We consider that 3D object pose
estimation is easier to solve in the synthetic image domain,
rather than the real image domain, as synthetic data do not
suffer from excessive noise that is typically encountered in
real object images. The final 3D object poses can thereby
be best estimated from clean, synthetic images. To this end,
we propose a 3D object pose estimation framework that
incorporates a pose-oriented I2I step that translates real object
images to synthetic ones and a 3D object pose estimation
step that acts on the translated images, as depicted in Fig. 1.
The pose-oriented I2I network of the proposed framework is
tasked to not only generate synthetic images that are clean
from background clutter, blurring and illumination variations
that affect object appearance, but also to preserve the 3D
pose-related object image characteristics that enable the pose
estimation network to perform more accurate 3D object pose
estimation. In order to accomplish both these goals, a novel
pose-oriented objective function is proposed to train the pose-
oriented I2I network. Finally, note that applying I2I prior to 3D
object pose estimation enables the 3D object pose estimation
network to be trained solely on synthetic data.

In summary, this paper offers the following novel contribu-
tions:

• introduction of a novel 3D object pose estimation frame-
work, which consists of a pose-oriented image-to-image
translation step and a 3D object pose estimation step;

• a novel pose-oriented loss function is proposed to train
the image-to-image translation network to generate clean
synthetic images where the pose-related object image
characteristics are preserved;

• significant improvement in 3D object pose estimation
accuracy, compared to state-of-the-art (SoA) methods.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Previous
object pose estimation methods are reviewed in Section II.
The proposed pose-oriented I2I network, as well as the full
3D object pose estimation framework are described in Section
III. The experimental setup and the extensive evaluation of the
proposed method compared to SoA 3D object pose estimation
methods can be found in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are
drawn in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, previous work related to 3D object pose
estimation is summarized. Two main methodological approx-
imations are discussed, depending on the data used during

training. Finally, feature learning object pose estimation meth-
ods are reviewed as they are closely related to our work.

The first methodological family represents object pose esti-
mation methods that either employ solely real images for CNN
training [7], [8], [29]–[34], or use synthetic images to simply
augment the training dataset, assuming that real and synthetic
images belong to the same image domain [1]–[4], [6], [9]–
[11], [13]–[16]. More specifically, real images were employed
to train a CNN to either directly predict 3D object poses by
regression [30], [32], or to classify the object image to a set
of predefined 3D orientation classes that were defined by an
appropriate quantization of the continuous 3D pose space [29],
[31]. In a similar fashion, a CNN was trained to perform 3D
object pose regression but this time by augmenting the training
dataset with rendered synthetic images [13], [15]. However,
these methods require pre-trained deep CNNs [13], [30] or a
separate 3D pose estimation network for each object of interest
[15]. As directly estimating 3D object poses is a difficult task
due to the non-linearity of the 3D object pose space, the 3D
object pose estimation problem was approached as a nearest
neighbor (NN) search one in [1]–[5], [16]. By using a mixture
of real and synthetic images to train a lightweight CNN as
a feature extractor and matching the learned object image
feature vector with a set of 3D orientation class representatives
(vectors), these methods managed to considerably increase the
3D object pose estimation performance. However, the fact
that real and synthetic images originate from two separate
image domains was also not considered. Furthermore, object
detection [35], [36] and semantic image segmentation [37]
network architectures were extended to estimate the 6D poses
of multiple objects in an image [6], [9]–[11], [33], [34]. At
first, all objects are localized on the image by regressing their
2D bounding boxes or a set of predefined 2D control points.
Then, the 2D object detections are utilized by a second, 6D
pose estimation step to predict the final 6D poses. Similarly, an
autoencoder [38] architecture was employed in [8] to estimate
3D coordinates and expected errors for each pixel in the input
images. These pixel-wise predictions are then used to compute
6D poses using a PnP [39] algorithm. Also in all these cases,
synthetic data are either ignored, or are simply used to enrich
the training dataset.

The second methodological family consists of methods
which consider the fact that real and synthetic images originate
from two separate image domains [17]–[23]. More specifically,
[22], [23] exploited the available synthetic 3D mesh models
to create a training set which consisted solely of synthetic
object images for training their 6D object pose estimation
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networks. However, in order for these networks to be able to
generalize to real object images, advanced image augmentation
techniques were required. In another direction, [19] aimed to
learn domain-invariant features for the classification and 3D
object pose estimation tasks by partitioning the image features
in two subspaces, one that is private to each image domain
and the other that is shared across domains. Subsequently, a
neural network was employed in [20], in order to align the
real image features distribution with the one of the synthetic
image features for 3D object pose estimation. Finally, [17],
[18] utilized Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [40] to
generate “fake” real object images, which are then used along
synthetic object images to train the 3D object pose estimation
framework. It has to be noted that the proposed 3D object pose
estimation framework highly differs from all these approaches,
as it utilizes I2I to transfer real object images to the synthetic
image domain as a preceding step and performs 3D object
pose estimation on the translated synthetic object images.

As the 3D object pose estimation step of the proposed
framework is closely related to [1]–[4], a more detailed analy-
sis of these methods follows. In feature learning methods [1]–
[4], the objective is to learn lower-dimensionality discriminant
3D object pose features to be used in 3D object pose inference.
More specifically, the extracted 3D object pose feature vector
is matched with a precomputed feature vector database via a
NN search in the feature space, returning the corresponding
ground truth poses as the 3D object pose estimations. One
advantage of these methods is that they are scalable to the
number of objects [2]. Also, they can generalize to unseen
objects, without the need to train additional pose estimation
models [4]. Finally, apart from 3D object pose estimation,
these methods also enable object classification, by returning
the matched database object labels, besides their 3D pose
estimates. In order to learn such pose features, a lightweight
CNN was trained as a feature extractor in [1], using the
following loss function:

L = Ld + λ‖w‖22, (1)

where Ld is related to feature learning, λ is a regularization
parameter and ‖w‖2 is the L2-norm of the network parameter
vector. Ld consists of a pairwise [41] Lpairs and a triplet
[42] Ltriplets loss function, Ld = Lpairs + Ltriplets, in
order to learn object image features, which allow both 3D
object label and pose estimation. Lpairs forces the distances
between features of object images with similar poses to be
small, while Ltriplets is responsible for discriminating features
of object images of different object classes. Therefore, by
minimizing Ld during CNN training, object classes and 3D
object pose sub-clusters are formed in the feature space,
enabling 3D object pose estimation and object classification
through NN search in this feature space. In order to learn more
discriminating 3D object pose features, a dynamic margin has
been added in the triplet loss function Ltriplets [2]:

εd =

{
2 arccos(|qTi qj |) if ci = cj ,

n else, for n > π,
(2)

where qi, qj and ci, cj are the corresponding ground truth
3D training sample pose and object identity labels si, sj ,

respectively. More recent methods [3]–[5] showed that fea-
ture learning can be enhanced by adding an extra 3D pose
regression term to the total loss function (1). Therefore, the
total loss function becomes of the following form:

L = Ld + Lreg + λ‖w‖22, (3)

where Lreg is the 3D object pose regression term, which is a
standard RMS error over all samples. Finally, representing 3D
object orientations with unit quaternions has been proven to
further increase the performance of feature learning methods
[4]. By using the inverse cosine quaternion distance [43] in
the pairwise loss function Lpairs and quaternion regression
as the regression term Lreg , the CNN yielded more robust
pose features, which improved the 3D object pose estimation
performance as well as the generalization ability of the trained
model to unknown objects [4]. An overview of the total loss
functions used in [1]–[4] is presented in Table I.

III. DOMAIN-TRANSLATED (DT) 3D OBJECT POSE
ESTIMATION

Synthetic 3D object models improved 3D object pose
estimation performance, as they can create a huge number
of accurately annotated synthetic object images. However,
synthetic images require special attention, as their appearance
greatly differs from the one of real images, thus often reduc-
ing CNN generalization ability. Taken this into account, the
proposed novel method treats real and synthetic images as
data originating from different image domains X , Y ⊆ RD
for the real and synthetic images, respectively. We propose
that 3D object pose estimation benefits from translating a real
image x ∈ X to a synthetic image y ∈ Y , by clearing image
noise that affect object appearance, while retaining 3D object
pose information. The final 3D object poses are then estimated
from the clean translated images. Therefore, the proposed 3D
object pose estimation framework consists of an image-to-
image translation step and a 3D object pose estimation step.
The two components of the proposed framework are described
in the following subsections.

A. Pose-oriented image-to-image translation

Given a pair of real and synthetic training samples {xi,yi},
i = 1 . . . N , where xi ∈ X and yi ∈ Y , image-to-image
translation methods [24] aim to learn a mapping function G
from the real to the synthetic image domain, G : X 7→ Y .
In this work, G is represented by the generator of a condi-
tional GAN [44]. Conditional GANs consist of two competing
networks, the so-called generator G and the discriminator
D. Given samples originating from the source domain, the
generator G aims to produce outputs that mimic target domain
samples and cannot be distinguished by the discriminator
D, which is adversarially trained to detect the generator’s
“fake” outputs. In our case, the objective of the generator
G is to learn the underlying mapping from the real object
image domain X (source domain) to the synthetic object
image domain Y (target domain), while the objective of the
discriminator D is to distinguish samples G(xi) produced by
the generator from target domain samples yi ∈ Y (synthetic
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Fig. 2. Training and testing of the proposed 3D object pose estimation framework. The image-to-image translation and the pose estimation networks are
trained separately. During inference, the trained generator G translates real object images to synthetic ones, which are then provided as input to the trained
pose feature extractor F . Finally, the extracted image features f are matched with a set of precalculated database image features via NN search.

image domain). As in typical conditional GANs, both G and
D are trained in a supervised manner via a minimax game.
Specifically, G parameters are updated so that the objective
function LcGAN (G,D) is minimized while D on the other
hand maximizes it, i.e. minGmaxD LcGAN (G,D), where
LcGAN (G,D) is given by [24]:

LcGAN (G,D) = E(x,y)[logD(x,y)]+

Ex[log(1−D(x, G(x)))]. (4)

In order to achieve best 3D object pose estimation performance
in the proposed framework, a similarity loss function is also
required to keep the translated images G(x) as similar as
possible to synthetic domain images y. In alignment with
previous methods [24], [45], we also train the generator to
not only fool the discriminator, but also to generate images
that are “close” to the corresponding synthetic domain images
in a L2 distance sense. Therefore, the employed similarity loss
function is defined as:

Ls(G) = E(x,y)[‖y −G(x)‖22]. (5)

The use of training labels has also been proven [46] to
assist GAN training and to further improve the quality of the
generated images. While using object class labels is a common
practice [47]–[49], we propose utilizing the real 3D object
pose quaternions to the conditional GAN training process.
More specifically, apart from distinguishing between synthetic
and translated images, the discriminator D is also tasked to
predict the depicted object 3D pose in the form of a unit

quaternion q. To this end, an additional quaternion regression
loss function [4] is also used for discriminator training:

Lp(D) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

‖q− q̂‖22, (6)

where q and q̂ are the ground truth and the predicted 3D ob-
ject pose quaternions, respectively. Essentially, the quaternion
regression loss function Lp(D) renders the discriminator more
sensitive to 3D object pose variation. As a result, the generator
is forced to generate synthetic images of higher quality in order
to fool the discriminator, while retaining the 2D object image
characteristics that allow better 3D object pose estimation on
the translated images.

The final objective function used to train the proposed pose-
oriented I2I network is thereby defined as follows:

Li2i = min
G

max
D
LcGAN (G,D) + λsLs(G) + λpLp(D), (7)

where λs, λp are hyper-parameters used to control the relative
importance of reconstruction and quaternion regression losses,
respectively, compared to the adversarial loss. By using (7)
in the conditional GAN training framework, the generator G
learns not only to accurately translate real object images to the
corresponding synthetic ones, but to also to retain the specific
object characteristics that enable 3D object pose estimation
by the pose estimation network using the translated images
as inputs. Examples of real and synthetic RGB-D images
along with the translated images can be seen in Fig. 3. It
can be easily seen that the proposed method removes image
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background, while retaining image appearance characteristics
that are crucial for 3D object pose estimation.

B. Proposed 3D object pose estimation framework

The overall proposed 3D object pose estimation framework
is illustrated in Fig. 2. The 3D pose-oriented I2I and 3D
object pose estimation networks are trained separately. In
order to train the proposed I2I network, a specially designed
training set Si2i is required, which consists of samples si2i =
{xi,yi,qi}, where xi ∈ X is a real image depicting an already
localized object under a specific pose, yi ∈ Y is the paired
synthetic image of the same object under the same pose and
qi is the ground truth 3D object pose that corresponds to xi.
The real object image xi is given as input to the I2I network,
while the paired synthetic image yi acts as the target image
for training G. The ground truth 3D object pose qi is used as
label to train the discriminator network D for the extra pose
estimation task. Both G and D are then trained using Si2i
under the conditional GAN training framework described in
III-A.

The 3D object pose estimation network consists of a
lightweight CNN F , and a quaternion regression network Q.
F is trained as a feature extractor by combining a pairwise,
a triplet and a quaternion regression loss function, while Q
is trained to further utilize the learned features to regress
3D object poses in unit quaternions representation. Thus, the
multi-objective loss function to be minimized is given by [4]:

Lpose3d =
∑
{‖fi − fj‖22 − 2 arccos(|qTi qj |)}2+∑ ‖fi − fj‖2

‖fi − fk‖2 + ε
+
∑
‖qi − q̂i‖22, (8)

where fi denotes the object image features extracted by the
CNN, |qTi qj | is the absolute value of the inner product
between qi, qj and ε is a small regularizing constant. For
a more detailed explanation about the pair and triplet samples
used in the pairwise and triplet loss, respectively, the interested
reader can refer to [4].

During testing, the trained I2I and pose estimation networks
are utilized in a unified pipeline to estimate 3D object pose
quaternions q̂. First, a real image x is translated to a synthetic
one G(x) using the I2I network and then, the translated image
is provided to the pose estimation network, which outputs the
final 3D pose prediction. Let f ∈ F ⊂ Rd be object image fea-
tures obtained from the trained pose feature extraction network
F . Also, let samples sdb = {yi, ci,qi}, i = 1 . . .K, comprise
a database set Sdb, where yi ∈ Y are synthetic object images
and ci ∈ C = {c1, . . . , cL}, qi are the corresponding object
identity labels and 3D object poses, respectively. Therefore,
the final 3D object pose estimations are obtained by matching
the calculated image features f = F (G(x)) with a set of
database features fi = F (yi) ∈ F via a NN search in the
feature space. Practically, the database image features fi are
computed offline using the trained pose feature extractor F
and are stored in a look-up table which is available during
testing. Note that Sdb is only used during inference, acting as
a database for matching test real object images with database
ones via a NN search algorithm.

x G(x)y

Fig. 3. Examples of real (x), synthetic (y) and translated (G(x)) RGB-D
images obtained from the proposed pose-oriented I2I network.

Another advantage of the proposed framework is that since
real images are first translated to synthetic ones and then are
given to the 3D object pose estimation network to obtain the
final estimations, it allows the pose estimation network to be
trained using a training dataset that may consist of either
a mixture of real and synthetic images, or purely synthetic
images. In addition, the modular design of the proposed testing
pipeline enables replacing the selected 3D object pose estima-
tion method, with any state-of-the-art object pose estimation
method. Finally, it has to be noted that the proposed 3D
object pose estimation framework does not insist on achieving
optimal visual quality for the image-to-image translation task,
as long as the specific pose characteristics are preserved in the
translated images.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we describe the experiments conducted in
order to evaluate the performance of the proposed framework.
The employed network architectures and relevant details about
the implementation are provided in Subsection IV-A. Our ex-
perimental protocol and the detailed comparison between the
proposed 3D object pose estimation framework and SoA object
pose estimation methods are described in Subsection IV-B.
Finally, in Subsection IV-C, an ablation study is conducted to
highlight the importance of each component in the proposed
framework.

A. Implementation details

The generator network G and the discriminator D are
trained in an adversarial fashion in the conditional GAN
framework. An encoder-decoder network architecture [38] is
employed for G which is similar to the one used in [23], with
some key variations. More specifically, the convolutional layer
kernel size was reduced from 5×5 to 3×3, both in the encoder
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TABLE II
3D OBJECT POSE ESTIMATION AND OBJECT CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY IN RGB AND RGB-D SETTING.

Angular threshold t

5° 10° 15° 20° 30° 40° 45° Mean (Median) ± Std
Object

classification
RGB

3DPOD [1] 36.47% 64.11% 77.32% 83.87% 89.37% 91.78% 92.71% 16.38°(8.10°) ± 27.24° 96.11%

FM [20] 32.63% 66.70% 86.99% 95.49% 99.57% 99.93% 99.95% 8.42°(7.35°) ± 6.15° 86.55%

PGFL [3] 37.19% 80.30% 92.73% 96.26% 98.49% 99.14% 99.26% 7.61°(6.12°) ± 8.57° 98.80%

QL [4] 40.15% 79.42% 93.66% 97.77% 99.63% 99.93% 99.95% 6.87°(5.91°) ± 5.08° 98.80%

PixelDA [17] 35.72% 74.83% 91.13% 96.96% 99.55% 99.88% 99.89% 7.66°(6.56°) ± 5.94° 98.71%

PixelDAf+r [17] ∗ 21.14% 54.26% 79.60% 91.65% 98.56% 99.54% 99.61% 10.51°(9.35°) ± 7.19° 98.49%

PixelDAf+s+r [17], [28] ∗ 37.41% 77.78% 93.06% 97.09% 99.49% 99.86% 99.90% 7.28°(6.24°) ± 5.31° 98.87%

DT (ours) 51.08% 83.97% 93.78% 97.29% 98.89% 99.43% 99.53% 6.45°(4.91°) ± 7.06° 99.01%

DTr+s (ours) † 52.18% 84.43% 93.47% 96.50% 98.33% 98.88% 99.08% 6.66°(4.80°) ± 8.28° 98.33%

DTr (ours) ‡ 47.18% 78.08% 89.44% 94.06% 97.29% 98.46% 98.71% 7.87°(5.27°) ± 10.27° 98.80%

RGB-D
PEDM [2] ? - 60.00% - 93.20% - 98.00% - - 99.30%

3DPOD [1] 40.15% 72.72% 86.02% 91.76% 95.42% 96.90% 97.34% 12.75°(7.06°) ± 24.61° 98.94%

PGFL [3] 41.28% 83.07% 93.98% 97.43% 99.11% 99.52% 99.60% 6.89°(5.79°) ± 6.29° 99.64%

QL [4] 41.37% 82.02% 95.32% 98.49% 99.72% 99.92% 99.94% 6.64°(5.78°) ± 5.14° 99.50%

PixelDA [17] 29.56% 66.40% 86.90% 94.59% 98.86% 99.66% 99.82% 8.80°(7.63°) ± 6.39° 98.13%

PixelDAf+r [17] ∗ 21.09% 55.77% 80.39% 91.43% 97.72% 99.10% 99.37% 10.64°(9.13°) ± 8.34° 95.41%

PixelDAf+s+r [17], [28] ∗ 43.16% 84.80% 95.41% 98.40% 99.63% 99.90% 99.93% 6.30°(5.59°) ± 4.42° 99.53%

DT (ours) 57.51% 89.40% 96.02% 97.85% 98.87% 99.28% 99.40% 5.76°(4.41°) ± 6.98° 99.55%

DTr+s (ours) † 56.30% 88.44% 95.23% 97.33% 98.68% 99.14% 99.27% 5.99°(4.47°) ± 7.53° 99.64%

DTr (ours) ‡ 51.48% 83.58% 92.87% 96.15% 98.10% 98.74% 98.94% 6.89°(4.86°) ± 8.84° 99.34%
? The results of PEDM are directly cited from [2].
† Refers to training the pose estimation network with both real and synthetic images.
‡ Refers to training the pose estimation network solely with real images.
∗ f subscript denotes “fake” real images.

and the decoder networks, to reduce the network parameter
number. We also replaced the fully connected bottleneck layer
with a convolutional one, which has been proven to stabilize
the training of deep convolutional GANs [50]. Furthermore,
a 1 × 1 convolutional layer was added before the final ac-
tivation of the decoder to allow the generation of sharper
synthetic output images. The discriminator D utilizes a simple
CNN architecture consisting of four convolution-BatchNorm-
LeakyReLU blocks [51]. The key feature here is that, apart
from the binary output responsible for deciding between “real”
and “fake” image samples, an extra quaternion regression layer
[4] is added to enable 3D object pose quaternion estimation.
Finally, the 3D object pose estimation network has the same
architecture as in [1]–[4], where the number of input layer
channels depends on the chosen operation mode (RGB or
RGB-D).

In the conditional GAN training framework, the Adam
optimizer [52] is used both for G and D with initial learning
rate of 0.0001. Also, λ1 = 100 and λ2 = 0.5 were used in
all the proposed RGB and RGB-D models. The 3D object
pose estimation network hyperparameters are the same as the
ones used in [4]. All experiments are conducted using Keras
[53] with Tensorflow [54] backend, on an Ubuntu machine
equipped with a GeForce GTX 1080 Ti graphics card.

B. Evaluation

In this subsection, the used datasets along with the adopted
evaluation metric and all reported models are first described.
Subsequently, all results for both the quantitative and the qual-
itative evaluation of the proposed framework are presented.
Finally, the image synthesis performance of the proposed pose-
oriented I2I network is discussed.

1) Experimental protocol: In all experiments reported in
Tables II, III and V, the model of the proposed 3D object
pose estimation framework as well as all competing models
were trained using the Cropped Linemod dataset [1], [55]. The
Cropped Linemod dataset consists of RGB-D sequences of 15
texture-less objects annotated with their 6D poses. In each
image, the object of interest is centered and cropped to its
64× 64 pixel ROI using the camera intrinsic parameters pro-
vided by the dataset. Following the same procedure as in [4],
the real world RGB-D sequences of all objects in the Cropped
Linemod dataset were roughly 50%-50% split over the training
and test set, by ensuring a uniform viewpoint distribution
over the viewing domain. Therefore, RGB-D sequences of
the 15 objects were used both during training and testing, by
also ensuring that neither of the networks (G, D, F , Q) has
knowledge of the test RGB-D sequences during training. Both
Si2i and Sdb sets are constructed using the real object images
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from the training set and the 3D mesh models provided in
the Cropped Linemod dataset. The protocol to collect Si2i
is the following. First, a random real object image xi from
the training set is selected. Then, using the corresponding
ground truth 3D object pose qi and the available 3D mesh
models, a synthetic object image yi is rendered under the same
pose with plain background and is subsequently centered and
cropped using its ground truth 64× 64 pixel ROI, composing
a Si2i sample si2i. In total, Si2i set consists of 8160 pairs
of real and synthetic object images. The Sdb set, similar to
[1]–[4], consists solely of synthetic object images acquired
by rendering the provided 3D object models by placing a
virtual camera at 301 evenly distributed viewpoints on a half
dome over the object. Each resulting image yi is stored along
with its object identity label ci and its ground truth 3D object
pose qi to form a Sdb sample sdb = {yi, ci,qi}. In total,
the Sdb set consists of 15*301 = 4.515 sdb samples. Apart
from the Cropped Linemod dataset, a second dataset was
constructed, namely Cyclists, which consists of RGB images
of an object with a more complex appearance (cyclist on
a bicycle). This is also a challenging dataset as the same
cyclist object appears in different scale, colors, and/or under
occlusions. The Cyclists dataset is used only for a qualitative
evaluation of the proposed framework, as all RGB images were
manually annotated resulting in noisy 3D pose labels that do
not allow fair quantitative evaluation. Note that the training
and test sets, as well as Si2i and Sdb sets for the Cyclists
dataset are acquired by following the same protocols as the
ones used for the Cropped Linemod dataset.

All models are evaluated using the angular error in degrees
between the ground truth object pose q and the predicted
object pose q̂ [2], [4]:

err(q, q̂) = 2 arccos(|qT q̂|). (9)

Given the angular error in degrees, the 3D object pose esti-
mation accuracy is calculated only for test samples that are
correctly classified to their object identity labels, as follows:
3D object pose estimation accuracy at threshold t is defined
as the percentage of test samples, for which the angular error
between the estimated and the ground truth 3D pose is below
a threshold angle t, err(q, q̂) < t [2], [4].

The effectiveness of the proposed 3D object pose estimation
framework is first evaluated by performing a comparison
between the proposed method and the methods of [1]–[4], [20].
Note that, in contrast to our approach, [1]–[4] address the 3D
object pose estimation problem by assuming a single domain
for real and synthetic images and [20] by learning domain-
invariant features. In addition, the proposed framework is
compared against [17], [28], where domain adaptation is
performed on pixel level, by generating “fake” real object
images to train the 3D object pose estimation network. All
trained models are evaluated in the Cropped Linemod test
set, consisting of real RGB/RGB-D sequences that were not
used during training as described above. We report all cases
where the 3D object pose estimation network was trained a)
solely on synthetic images (DT ), b) on a mixture of real and
synthetic images (DTr+s) and c) solely on real images (DTr).
In addition, we implemented the PGFL [3] and FM [20]

TABLE III
3D OBJECT POSE ESTIMATION ACCURACY FOR EACH OBJECT IN THE

LINEMOD DATASET, FOR ANGLE THRESHOLD t = 5◦ AND BOTH
RGB AND RGB-D SETTING.

RGB RGB-D

Objects PGFL [3] QL [4] DT PGFL [3] QL [4] DT

ape 33.53% 32.56% 46.41% 35.09% 34.16% 55.49%

benchv 34.57% 32.23% 40.23% 33.30% 35.14% 46.35%

bowl 72.74% 97.70% 99.13% 96.33% 97.26% 99.71%

cam 36.32% 33.43% 47.57% 39.42% 38.54% 59.94%

can 35.42% 32.40% 40.26% 36.24% 34.43% 53.58%

cat 32.35% 35.80% 43.08% 43.09% 39.81% 54.52%

cup 33.14% 39.91% 36.82% 36.09% 39.86% 35.82%

driller 29.87% 27.23% 45.45% 29.02% 24.69% 52.11%

duck 37.68% 31.06% 50.07% 32.50% 33.09% 53.70%

eggbox 37.13% 49.02% 53.07% 38.19% 47.08% 63.56%

glue 34.41% 48.66% 58.54% 42.15% 51.34% 61.03%

holep 29.74% 31.71% 53.26% 38.21% 40.54% 59.29%

iron 35.71% 34.58% 53.97% 40.28% 32.57% 52.85%

lamp 36.82% 34.00% 47.01% 36.05% 34.44% 50.15%

phone 37.82% 37.72% 48.19% 41.15% 33.67% 61.75%

Objects with bold text have shape symmetry.

x G(x) x G(x)

Fig. 4. Fail cases of the pose-oriented I2I network for the cup object.

methods, directly cited the results for RGB-D setting reported
in [2] for PEDM and used existing code for 3DPOD [1]
and QL [4]. PixelDA [17] denotes the model obtained by
adapting the method of [17] to our network architectures,
for a fair comparison. Moreover, we also modified [17] to
train the 3D object pose estimation network using “fake” real
and real images instead of “fake” real and synthetic images,
denoted by PixelDAf+r [17]. This is to examine if labeled
real data would lead to increased 3D object pose estimation
performance. Finally, PixelDAf+s+r [17], [28] is obtained
by blending the methods of [17], [28]. That is, the 3D object
pose estimation network is trained using not only “fake” real
and synthetic images, but also labeled real images, which
corresponds to the semi-supervised setting in [28].

2) Quantitative evaluation: The comparison of the 3D
pose estimation accuracy for threshold angle values t ∈
{5◦, 10◦, 15◦, 20◦, 30◦, 40◦, 45◦} as well as the object clas-
sification accuracy between the proposed framework and all
competing methods is presented in Table II. The object clas-
sification accuracy is reported for two reasons. First, since all
competing methods are trained to simultaneously predict 3D
object poses and object identities, object classification accu-
racy demonstrates the effect of the proposed framework in the
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TABLE IV
INFERENCE TIME OF ALL COMPETING METHODS, CALCULATED USING A GEFORCE GTX 1080 TI GRAPHICS CARD.

3DPOD [1] PEDM [2] PGFL [3] QL [4] FM [20] PixelDA [17]
Inference time (ms) 5.25 5.25 5.25 5.25 86.48 5.25

PixelDAf+r [17] PixelDAf+s+r [17], [28] DT (ours) DTr+s (ours) DTr (ours)
Inference time (ms) 5.25 5.25 11.25 11.25 11.25

classification task. Second, similar to [24], object classification
accuracy serves as a way to evaluate the proposed I2I network.
This is because the objective of the proposed I2I network is
to generate high-quality, noise-free synthetic images where
the depicted objects should be perfectly recognizable and
therefore, object classification should be easier to perform.
The results reported in Table II show that the proposed
framework DT significantly outperforms all methods for the
high accuracy threshold angle values t = 5◦, 10◦, in both
RGB and RGB-D settings. When the proposed method (DT )
is compared against methods that assume a single domain for
real and synthetic images (3DPOD, PEDM , PGFL, QL),
the 3D object pose estimation accuracy is increased up to 17%.
This can be explained by the fact that the final 3D object poses
are easier to discriminate in the translated synthetic image
domain, which is clear from background clutter and other
possible distractions. In addition, the comparison between
DT and FM , where 3D object pose estimation accuracy
is increased over 18%, shows that solving the 3D object
pose estimation problem in the synthetic image domain by
translating real images to synthetic ones during inference is
a superior approach compared to learning domain-invariant
features. Moreover, the 3D object pose estimation accuracy
of DT is also significantly increased for the threshold angle
values t = 5◦, 10◦ when compared to the ones of PixelDA,
PixelDAf+r and PixelDAf+s+r, proving that the proposed
framework is far more effective for 3D object pose estima-
tion. DT outperforms the best performing model of [17]
(PixelDAf+s+r) up to 14% even though PixelDAf+s+r
employed “fake” real and real objects images in addition to
synthetic images during 3D object pose estimation training.
On the other hand, the proposed framework displayed similar
performance with all other methods in the medium and low 3D
object pose accuracy thresholds t ∈ {15◦, 20◦, 30◦, 40◦, 45◦}.
The latter can be explained by errors introduced in the I2I
step, rather than inaccuracies of the actual 3D object pose
estimation step. The results reported in Table II also show
that the proposed method demonstrates lower mean angular
error values for both RGB and RGB-D settings as well as
higher object classification accuracy, which proves that the
proposed framework also benefits object classification and that
the I2I network was able to successfully translate real images
to synthetic ones according to its objective.

Furthermore, the comparison between DTr and QL, which
use the same 3D object pose estimation network, shows that
performing domain translation on the test real object images
as a preceding step significantly increases the 3D object pose
estimation accuracy for the high accuracy threshold angle
value t = 5◦, even in the case where the 3D object pose

estimation network is trained only on noisy real images. This
also shows that the 3D object pose estimation network is
able to more accurately perceive 3D object pose differences
on the translated synthetic images. However, the 3D object
pose estimation accuracy of DTr is inferior when compared
to the cases where synthetic images are used exclusively
(DT ) or in combination with real images (DTr+s) to train
the 3D object pose estimation network. These results further
strengthen our statement that clean synthetic images are more
suitable for learning pose-related image features than noisy
real images. Finally, the effect of training the 3D object pose
estimation network in the proposed framework using only
synthetic images or a mixture of real and synthetic images
can be seen by comparing the pose estimation performance
between DT and DTr+s in Table II. Since the 3D object
pose estimation accuracy is similar at all threshold angle values
both in RGB and RGB-D, with the accuracy differences being
below 1.2%, it is proven that including real images in the
training set does not provide any extra beneficial information
to the 3D object pose estimation network.

To further evaluate the proposed 3D object pose estimation
framework, the 3D object pose estimation accuracy at the high
accuracy threshold angle value t = 5◦ for each object in the
Cropped Linemod dataset is presented in Table III. Note that,
similarly to [1], [4], we also treat the objects bowl and cup
as rotationally invariant, and the eggbox and glue objects as
180° symmetric around the z-axis. As can be seen in the
reported results, the proposed framework DT improves the
3D object pose estimation accuracy by a large margin for
all objects, with an improvement over 10% in most objects
and both in RGB and RGB-D settings. Specifically in the
cases of the ape and cam objects in the RGB-D setting and
the holepuncher object in the RGB setting, the improvement
exceeds 20%. The only exception is the cup object, where the
3D object pose estimation accuracy is below PGFL and QL,
due to the accumulated error from improperly executed image-
to-image translation. Such a case is presented in Fig. 4, where
the cup image-to-image translation fails, mostly because the
handle appears in more than one side of the cup.

Finally, the execution time of all competing meth-
ods are presented in Table IV. The execution time of
3DPOD, PEDM , PGFL, QL, PixelDA and its variants
(PixelDAf+r, PixelDAf+s+r) involves the forward pass
through the feature extraction network F and the NN search
between the extracted image feature vector f and the precal-
culated database image features fi. In all these cases, the same
feature extraction network architecture is used (F ), thus the
execution time is the same as well, calculated at 5.25 ms.
FM uses a deeper architecture (a variant of VGG-16 [56])
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Fig. 5. Examples of test RGB-D images and the corresponding closest database samples retrieved by the NN search algorithm under the proposed 3D object
pose estimation framework.

for the feature extraction network, requiring an inference time
of 86.48 ms. The proposed method includes an extra image-to-
image translation inference step before the feature extraction
network F to translate real object images to synthetic ones,
as detailed in Subsection III-B. The execution time of this
extra step was calculated at 6 ms, meaning that the total
inference time of DT , DTr+s and DTr is 11.25 ms. As can
be observed, this increase of complexity doubles the inference
cost (compared to using only F ), nevertheless, the proposed
method remains very fast and executes at over-real-time speed,
especially when compared with the inference cost of a deeper
feature extraction network architecture like the one used in
FM . Most importantly, this additional inference step of the
proposed method significantly increases the 3D object pose
estimation performance as presented in Tables II and III. Note
that for all time calculations a GeForce GTX 1080 Ti graphics
card was used.

3) Qualitative evaluation: Apart from the quantitative eval-
uation, we also perform a qualitative evaluation of the pro-
posed 3D object pose estimation framework. This is to offer a
more intuitive demonstration of the proposed 3D object pose
estimation framework performance. Real query images of all
objects in the Cropped Linemod dataset along with the corre-
sponding top 1 retrieved database images using the proposed
3D object pose estimation framework are presented in Fig. 5.
In all cases, the 3D pose difference between the query images
and the database images retrieved by the proposed framework
are imperceptible. The last example shown in Fig. 5 is of
particular interest as the cup handle in the retrieved database
image appears in the opposite side of the cup with respect
to the query image. However, this is expected as we treated
the cup object as rotationally invariant, meaning that different
3D poses correspond to different elevation values only. This
proves that the proposed framework have successfully learned
to handle symmetric objects. Moreover, the performance of the
proposed framework is evaluated on the Cyclists dataset. Test
real cyclist images along with the corresponding translated
synthetic images obtained by the proposed I2I network and the
top 5 retrieved database images are depicted in Fig. 6. The 3D
poses of the retrieved database samples are almost identical to
the ones of the test images, even in the cases where the cyclist
object is not clearly seen. In fact, the 3D object pose estimation

x G(x) top 5

Fig. 6. Image-to-image translation results and retrieved top 5 nearest
neighbors for 7 query cyclist images. The first and second columns show the
query images and the image-to-image translation results, respectively. The
rest columns depict the retrieved closest nearest neighbors from left to right.
Although the image-to-image translation visual quality is not optimal in every
case, this does not hinder the performance of the 3D object pose estimation
network, as the necessary pose-related characteristics have been accurately
preserved.

framework is still able to predict accurate 3D object poses even
from non-perfectly translated synthetic images. Such cases can
be seen in Fig. 6, in rows 6 and 7, where although the I2I
network has introduced some noise in the translated synthetic
images, all top 5 retrieved database images depict the cyclist
object in 3D poses that are very similar with the ones in the
query images.

4) Evaluation of image-to-image translation: The image
synthesis performance of the proposed pose-oriented I2I net-
work for both the Cropped Linemod and the Cyclists datasets
is also evaluated by measuring the reconstruction error be-
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TABLE V
3D OBJECT POSE ESTIMATION AND OBJECT CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY
FOR DIFFERENT VARIATIONS OF THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK. DTPGFL

DENOTES THAT THE 3D OBJECT POSE ESTIMATION NETWORK IN THE
PROPOSED FRAMEWORK IS REPLACED WITH THE ONE INTRODUCED IN [3]
AND DTλp=0 THAT THE I2I NETWORK IN THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK IS

TRAINED WITHOUT (6) IN (7). FINALLY, DTAE DENOTES THAT THE
DISCRIMINATOR NETWORK D IS COMPLETELY REMOVED DURING I2I

NETWORK TRAINING AND DTmax THAT THE 3D OBJECT POSE
ESTIMATION NETWORK IS EVALUATED ON THE GROUND TRUTH

SYNTHETIC OBJECT IMAGES.

Angular threshold t

5° 10° 20° 40°
Object

classification

RGB

DT 51.08% 83.97% 97.29% 99.43% 99.01%

DTPGFL 41.47% 71.31% 87.95% 94.92% 98.49%

DTλp=0 49.12% 81.96% 96.61% 99.25% 98.68%

DTAE 49.42% 82.05% 96.55% 99.24% 98.82%

DTmax 71.37% 96.50% 99.96% 100% 100%

RGB-D

DT 57.51% 89.40% 97.85% 99.28% 99.55%

DTPGFL 43.83% 73.14% 88.48% 95.50% 98.75%

DTλp=0 55.56% 88.52% 98.04% 99.18% 99.29%

DTAE 55.42% 88.22% 97.81% 99.21% 99.63%

DTmax 71.59% 96.91% 99.97% 100% 100%

tween the target and the generated images. Similar to [18],
the reconstruction error is defined as ‖y −G(x)‖1, where y,
G(x) is the synthetic target image and the translated synthetic
image produced by the proposed I2I network, respectively. The
reconstruction error is calculated only for the test sequences
of both datasets, being 0.2028 for the Cropped Linemod
dataset and 0.1994 for the Cyclists dataset. Finally, Fig. 3
and Fig. 6 also offer the opportunity to visually evaluate the
performance of the proposed I2I network for both datasets.
As can be seen in both figures, the proposed I2I network is
able to generate synthetic images of sufficient quality in all
cases. However, as explained in Subsection III-B, the proposed
framework does not insist on achieving optimal visual quality
for the image-to-image translation, as long as the specific pose
characteristics are preserved in the translated images. Such
cases are presented in Fig. 6, in rows 6 and 7.

C. Ablation study

In order to investigate the contribution of each component
of the proposed 3D object pose estimation framework, an
ablation study has been performed. Note that, in all cases
in the ablation study, the 3D object pose estimation network
used in the proposed framework is trained solely on synthetic
images, similar to DT . First, we examine the contribution of
the specific 3D object pose estimation network [4], that was
adopted in the proposed framework, to the 3D object pose
estimation performance. To this end, we replaced our adopted
3D object pose estimation network with the one proposed in

[3], which equals to training the 3D object pose estimation
network using the loss function proposed in [3] (as the 3D
object pose estimation network in [3] has the same architecture
as the one we use in our work) that can also be seen in Table
I. We will refer to this new model as DTPGFL, hereafter.
By examining the results reported in Table V, it is shown
that the 3D object pose estimation accuracy of DTPGFL is
inferior to the performance of the proposed DT for all angle
threshold values t ∈ {5◦, 10◦, 15◦, 20◦, 30◦, 40◦, 45◦}. The
most obvious explanation is that DTPGFL overfits to clean
synthetic images during training and, thus, cannot generalize to
the translated synthetic images, due to the added background
clutter. In contrast, the adopted 3D object pose estimation
method is more robust to noisy inputs, making it a more
suitable choice for the proposed framework. Nevertheless, by
comparing the pose estimation performance between PGFL
and DTPGFL reported in Tables II and V, respectively, it
can been seen that when the same pose estimation network
(PGFL) is utilized in the proposed framework, the pose
estimation performance at the high accuracy threshold t = 5◦

increases.
The effect of training the discriminator network D not

only to validate the outputs of the I2I network but to also
perform 3D object pose regression can be seen by omitting
the quaternion regression term (6) from (7) during the I2I
network training. Note that this equals to setting λp = 0 in
(7) and therefore, the derived trained model in this case is
denoted by DTλp=0. As presented in Table V, by removing the
Lp(D) term from the objective function the pose estimation
accuracy reduces, as the absence of the Lp(D) term in (7)
results in a weaker discriminator, which in turn causes the I2I
network to be insufficiently trained and to output translated
images of lower quality. Finally, in order to investigate the
effect of using the discriminator D to validate the outputs of
the I2I network in the conditional GAN training framework,
we completely removed the discriminator network D during
training. That is, the I2I network is trained to simply recon-
struct synthetic object images according to (5). Essentially, G
in this case is trained similar to an autoencoder [38] and so,
the corresponding trained model is denoted by DTAE . The
reported 3D object pose estimation accuracy of DTAE shows
that removing the discriminator and using only (5) to train the
I2I network also hurts the final pose estimation performance
when compared to DT . However, this result is expected as
GANs have been proven [24], [45] to further increase the
quality of the generated images relative to simply using the
mean squared error (5). Interestingly, DTAE achieves similar
performance to DTλp=0, proving that if the discriminator is
not effectively trained (DTλp=0), the conditional GAN training
framework does not improve the performance of the proposed
framework.

The contribution of the I2I network and the 3D object pose
estimation network to the final 3D object pose estimation
performance can be examined by evaluating the trained 3D
object pose estimation network directly on the ground truth
synthetic images y, instead of the translated synthetic images
G(x) that are obtained from the I2I network (normal mode
in the proposed framework). Note that this setting coincides
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with the top performance that the proposed framework can
achieve with the given 3D object pose estimation network, as it
simulates a perfect I2I network and will be referred as DTmax.
The contribution of the 3D object pose estimation network to
the final performance can be seen by directly examining the
results of DTmax in Table V, as this is the only network that is
applied on the ground truth synthetic images. DTmax achieves
71.37% and 71.59% 3D object pose estimation accuracy at
the high accuracy threshold t = 5◦ in the RGB and RGB-
D settings, respectively, while the accuracy is over 96% for
the threshold values t = 10◦, 20◦ and 100% at the threshold
t = 40◦. Although the 3D object pose estimation network is
not able to perfectly estimate 3D object poses for all threshold
values, the 3D object pose estimation performance of DTmax
at the high accuracy threshold t = 5◦ is dramatically increased
or even doubled when compared to the ones of all competing
methods (Table II), proving again that the 3D object pose
estimation problem is easier to solve in the synthetic image
domain.

Moreover, as the only difference between DTmax and DT
is that the 3D object pose estimation network acts on the
ground truth synthetic object images (DTmax) instead of
the translated synthetic object images (DT ), the comparison
between DTmax and DT allows us to evaluate the contribution
of the I2I network to the final 3D object pose estimation
performance. This comparison implies that any difference
between the performance of DTmax and DT is caused by
the errors introduced by the I2I network in the translated
synthetic object images, which in turn undermine the final 3D
object pose estimation performance. By examining the results
presented in Table V, the introduced error of the proposed
I2I network in the final performance can be measured by
calculating the difference between the performance of DTmax
and DT , which is 20% and 14% at the high accuracy threshold
t = 5◦ in the RGB and RGB-D settings, respectively. These
results also show that the proposed framework has some
limitations caused either by the I2I network or by the 3D object
pose estimation network architectures. Limitations of the latter
are shown by the fact that the 3D object pose estimation
network cannot achieve 100% accuracy for all threshold values
even on the ground truth synthetic object images. Limitations
are also caused by the image-to-image translation step, i.e.,
when the image-to-image translation fails, the final 3D object
pose estimation accuracy degrades. Such is the case of the cup
object, where some details e.g., the position of the handle, are
not estimated correctly by the I2I translation network. Since
this object is considered as rotationally invariant in the dataset,
the position of the handle appears in either the left or the
right side of the cup, without affecting its ground truth 3D
pose. As a result, the image-to-image translation network has
learnt that the position of the handle is not important, thus
in some cases it outputs images where the handle appears in
more than one side of the cup, generating in essence an object
that does not look like a cup (Fig. 4). Nevertheless, both these
limitations could possibly be addressed by replacing the 3D
object pose estimation and I2I networks with more powerful
ones, as the modular design of the proposed framework allows
any network to be used in the image-to-image translation and

the pose estimation steps. However, in this case the inference
time would probably increase considerably. Another possible
solution to the limitations of the I2I network may be to
explicitly or implicitly train it to specifically handle such
difficult (cup object) cases.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, a novel 3D object pose estimation framework
which consists of a pose-oriented image-to-image translation
and a 3D object pose estimation network was presented. By
first translating noisy real object images to clean synthetic
ones and then applying the pose estimation network on the
translated images, the proposed framework demonstrated sig-
nificantly increased 3D object pose estimation accuracy in
the high accuracy area (t = 5◦, 10◦) when compared to
state-of-the-art object pose estimation methods. As the final
3D object poses in the proposed framework are estimated
using the translated synthetic images that are obtained by the
proposed image-to-image translation network, the 3D object
pose estimation network can be trained solely on synthetic
images. Therefore, the proposed framework offers a reliable
solution to the problem of lack of accurately annotated data.
Moreover, the proposed pose-oriented objective function used
in the conditional GAN training framework ensured that the
specific pose-related object image characteristics are preserved
in translated images, allowing the 3D object pose estimation
network to more accurately predict 3D poses.

Future work includes extending this method by training the
image-to-image translation network to generate clean synthetic
images from real images where objects are heavily occluded
or where objects appear in different background scenes. More-
over, the 3D object pose estimation framework can be extended
to internally handle object symmetries.
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